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Level 3 French 2019

Standards 91543  91546

Part A: Commentary
The examination covered a broad range of structures and vocabulary. Candidates
who had made a systematic effort to learn the L3 vocabulary and had revised L1
and L2 vocabulary had a high chance of success.

Successful candidates confined their answers to information in the text and used
all of the relevant information to address the question.

While the majority of candidates approached the examination using formal writing,
there were some responses that included text language, the meaning of which
was not always clear.

Few candidates answered in French. Of those who did, most failed to
demonstrate more than a Merit level of understanding, writing in French that was
often very inaccurate with confused verb endings i.e. er / é / ais / ait / ai.

General knowledge, while beneficial, was not needed to answer the questions.
The English questions and illustrations were helpful to candidates in determining
the context of the texts. 
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Part B: Report on standards

91543: Demonstrate understanding of a variety of extended
spoken French texts
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

gave basic information, but missed some relevant detail

made use of the Listening Notes boxes

attempted to frame their answers in full sentences

answered in the correct section of the question.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

made little or no use of the Listening Notes boxes

were unable to show overall understanding of the gist of the passages

tended to give fragments of information in brief answers

confused key words such as le maire (not la mer)

made up information not included in the text based on prior knowledge.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

had a sound grasp of the vocabulary and structures in Levels 1-3

understood most of the detailed information

read the questions carefully

were able to select information relevant to the questions

were generally accurate with details such as numbers and dates

wrote mostly unambiguous answers that could connect different part or ideas
of the text.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

showed sophisticated listening discrimination skills with respect to verb
tenses and to words with only minor differences in sound; for example, le
maire (not la mer / mère) or la tour (not le tour)

appeared to have read the questions carefully, often highlighting key words
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selected information and crafted their responses to reflect the emphasis of
the question

wrote mostly succinct and coherent responses

were able to make inferences or summarise information, which was
supported by appropriate evidence from the passages.

Standard-specific comments

Candidates are expected to be able to recognise:

where a noun, adverb, or adjective can be constructed from the verb

cognates and loan words

word families

the opposite of a word, e.g. égal, inégal.

Words such as le maire and la mer were often confused and there was some lack
of attention to details such as verb tenses and adverbs: nous avons déjàpas mal
de touristes, nous avons toujours été conscients. 

The most successful candidates approached tasks by linking the question
requirements with a cogent response, supported by evidence from the text.

91546: Demonstrate understanding of a variety of extended
written and/or visual French texts
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

had a basic knowledge of vocabulary but confused numbers, particularly
milliard, million, mille

understood the gist of texts but missed the detail, or showed detailed
understanding of a section of a text but did not understand the gist overall

used personal opinion to expand their answers, rather than information in
texts; for example, 'everyone will be using electric cars in the future'

confused tenses, interpreting 'a eu lieu en 2019' as 'will take place'

translated the texts without checking their English for logic.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:
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knew some basic vocabulary, but were unable to convert this into a cohesive
answer

had a poor knowledge of the vocabulary of Levels 1-3: e.g. 'douze' became
'two', 'fermé' translated as 'farm' or 'smoker'

formulated answers based on isolated lexical items

did not use texts to provide evidence for their answers.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

showed a sound global understanding of texts

were familiar with past / present / future tenses, although sometimes mixed
tenses in their answers

drew some conclusions, but did not support these with detailed evidence
from texts

wrote answers that demonstrated clear understanding of texts but did not
address questions

wrote full sentences, clear and ambiguous answers, and were accurate in
their English.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

wrote detailed answers that addressed questions at all times, crafting their
answers into a concise form

drew conclusions, made inferences, or summarised information based on
different and/or relevant parts of texts

understood complex phrases such as le plein me revient, affichent complet
en quelques minutes, ni qui l'organise ni où on va, au quotidien, au pire,les
tableaux, n'est qu'à six heures devol

did not allow their personal opinions to dominate their answers but always
based their answers on evidence in texts

linked evidence from texts to help support thorough understanding; for
example, the events only happen once a year and there are limited numbers
in each group, so there is an aura of exclusivity that attracts people.

Standard-specific comments
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Successful candidates addressed the questions by using wording in the questions
as a starting point for their answers. They built their answers around information
in the text and used all the relevant information.

Some candidates wrote copious amounts of information, or repeated information,
that was not relevant to the question. It was possible to achieve Excellence in the
space provided.

Basic vocabulary and language structures (e.g. numbers and verb tenses) were
often misunderstood, even by stronger candidates. 

Candidates needed to spend time proof-reading, checking the logic of their
answers so that responses such as these can be avoided: "enter a room of coffins
in a bank", "Paris has already created the noise for buses and cars", "the Louvre
Abu Dhabi museum opened in 2017 and they only have the right to use the
Louvre name in 2037”.
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